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18v black and decker battery

Jump into the main contentHomeEverevers likes to keep your plants shrubs and trim and neat, but pruning them is a mostly ungrateful job. PodaEversevers likes to keep its plants shrubs and trim and pure, but pruning them is an almost ungrateful job. Pruning can be especially rough on your hands, causing calluses and pain. Black and
Decker's new Pruner Cordless eliminates the pain of hand-moved pruning, focusing on efficiency and comfort. The Cordless Pruner has a comfortable grip and a two-trigger system for safety. It cuts about 500 times per battery charge and has a cutting capacity of 1/2 inch, which means it can handle almost any branch or bush that needs
pruning. Cordless Pruner is worth the price simply because it makes pruning much easier on your hands, which is a lifesaver. Originally published: October 30, 2017 Do it right, do it yourself! To protect the old battery terminals in place, I drilled a hole for (+) 18ga terminal wire and a slot for one (-) terminals using a push drill on a plastic
divider that you kept from Step 1. Pull both terminals through your designated slots and using JB Weld epoxy glue, plug the aforementioned splitter into the top of the battery, sanding it in advance (and the splitter for better fitting). While dry, cut a block of wood using a saw to fit flush with the 20v battery (as seen in the first image). Safe
wooden block with 2 construction screws (1in is fine) through the sides. Also, as seen in the image, mark the locations of the terminal on the wooden block. As for the terminals themselves, I cut them from a curtain rod - perfect angle of 90 degrees and already had a hole!!! He chiseled down a bed to the terminals on the wooden block and
handled them with a single screw. So I had to extend the wires and weld them to corresponding terminals. I used an 18ga wire extender to add extra length to a positive terminal (+) and slocated it to the other end of the terminal (+) on the wooden block. The same thing for the terminal (-). Welded 16ga yellow wire for a metal bracket on
the battery and the other end for a (-) terminal in the wooden block. At this point, it will be a good idea to use your multi-meter to check the continuity of your wires. Which means you need to make sure that + is + and - it's -. Mine was good! After cutting terminal beds, I broke my block of wood in half and was too lazy to cut a new one, so I
used an extra epoxy glue to secure it in the plastic casing. Wouldn't move a millimeter!!! Mount the old battery back, insert a 20v lithium battery into it and test it!!! It worked like a charm!!! Can you tell how excited I was watching the video!!! I hope you enjoyed my tutorial. about 2 weeks to complete it, mainly because I work full time and I
am very busy. I worked on it mostly after hours. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to Me! Making an adapter to run the Black &amp; Decker Firestorm NiCad Slide Battery tools with Ryobi Li-Ion battery. Rationality: Black &amp; Decker has already had a reputation for reliable and useful tools. With the presentation of the Firestorm
line of 18volt NiCad battery-powered tools, they had a new way to renew that reputation. Altho the tools were well designed and worked well, the batteries proved to be of low quality. NiCad batteries did not last as long as they were advertised to last, they did not keep their charge even overnight. B&amp;D abandoned the line, often failed
to honor battery guarantees and refused to switch to newly developed lithium ion technology, leaving it to other companies. Enter Ryobi.Ryobi developed NiCad battery-powered tools and then developed Lithium Ion batteries to keep your tools running. Its line of One Plus tools and Li Ion batteries has gained a loyal follower. But where
does that leave us and my collection of B&amp;D tools, all still in good condition, but without a power source? Can the B&amp;D tool be operated by a similar voltage Ryobi battery? Yes, he can.... You will need:A dead B&amp;D 18V NiCad #244760 battery, orHPB18-OPE or similar sizeThe Ryobi P704 battery flashlight (this is the
cheapest way to control the Li-Ion dock battery connector. About $12-$13)A good Ryobi 18V One PlusVOM battery. Driver TORX (the smallest. Fits both B&amp;D andRyobi)Needle nose pliers. Wire cuttersThe silver gun &amp; solder silverHack sawPocket knifeCutting boardDrill (use your new Ryobi?) &amp; 3/8 bitWood rasp or drill
raspFriction/tar tape, GOOP electric tape or similar adhesive cocoon. ElasticBox/bathtub to hold partsTO BEGIN:Note that the B&amp;D battery and ryobi battery and on-board body are of similar size! This is going to work! First, note that the ryobi battery has positive and negative connections marked on top of the battery. Ignore the other
connector plates, they are for charging and temperature sensing and will not affect the operation of the tool. Keep in mind that you should plug in the adapter to accommodate these plus and negative qualities. Therefore, use VOM to determine (if possible) the polarity of the B&amp;D battery guides. In every B&amp;D I've seen, if you hold
the battery so that the guides are pointing away from you, (with the clamping clip toward you), the positive guide will be the RIGHTside. MARK it for the future remembering! Use TORX to unscrew (six) the B&amp;D battery. Carefully remove the top of the bottom and observe how the connector tabs are inserted into the top. They'll rush
when you separate the two pieces. They are connected to the NiCadbattery, which are all connected in series. DO NOT use heat to separate the connector from the cylinders, this can lead to leaks or worse.... Use paring/pocketknife to cut/scrape/separate the wire plate and connector from containers. O O tab will have a wire (white?)
(keep it long) and the negative will have a metal plate sort of thing. Recycle the environmentally friendly NiCad asis cylinders. Place the box and connector and screws on the side. Don't miss the spring and clip! Throw away any cardboard packing inside, plastic, etc. Look at the Ryobi flashlight. Slide the battery in and note which side is
the POSITIVE side of the connector (positive battery label, positive connector clip). Note that the light will separate in half, unscrewing the SIX TORX screws. Do this, then see you have to peel the label to separate the halves! Just do it. Put the label on something else just for hell. The reflector part is good, save for another project. The
RED connection wire for the switch, discing it on the switch, leaving the switch connected to the reflector. Cut the other wire (black?) , leaving a long piece to work on the battery connector. Notice how the connector fits into the body of light (the dock), keeping in mind how the Positive side is. Redwire must be positive, yes? Black (blue?)
should be negative. Mark the body for reference. Compare the size of the light body with the B&amp;D battery box. Note that you have to cut some material to make it suitable, but not so much as to damage the ryobi dock battery. Look at the pictures. Cut some here, some there, gradually. You can't put it back! I considered trying to use
an energy sander, but some experiments showed that it didn't really cut as much as melting the plastic and made things difficult. Use the cutting saw, cut the handle near the oock, cut the sides, making the dock leaner. Cut the top, but not so as to deliver the place to the wires. Look at the pictures. It has to fit on top and side by side. The
back to the front is not so important, it seems. Take the bottom of the B&amp;D box and note that you will not be able to put the entire light body in it, it will have to hang the bottom, then about an inch from the front of the bottom B&amp;D (away from the clip/back), drill a hole in each side and drill holes along the sides of the future hole
until which the Ryobi battery dock will be drunk. GRADUALLY enlarge this hole with its scraping. Note that the top stations will not be affected by your work at the bottom of the box. Try to fit along the way, gradually snap the dock part into the B&amp;D part. When you're almost sure, consider wiring: (of course, cut an appropriate amount
of wire insulation before connecting/welding). I chose to cut most of the negative B&amp;D metal plate, esoldered the black Ryobi wire there for the B&amp;D tab. Be careful to allow fittage, how will it curl up in the box when it's all together? The guides should still fit back into their slots and proper holes in the box. I noticed that the top of
the Ryobi dockpushed the o tabs exactly back to the hole they needed to be in. Voila! Drop the white Ryobi wire to the positive wire of the B&amp;D guide. Replace the TORX by holding the dock sides together. Try to fit everything in. Adjust, carve a little more? Reinstall the clip by holding the B&amp;D box and its spring. When you're
satisfied with how it all fits, TORX screws the Top B&amp;D at the bottom. Did you remember the clip and the spring? Slightly separate the green Ryobi dock from the B&amp;D box and seal around the opening with the GOOP or Silicone seal. Rub it together, and hold it with rubber bands so that it dits straight and clean. Try the Ryobi
battery in the dock, test the B&amp;D guides with VOM. Do tabs still register correctly? Is the right side positive? 18Volts? If you really need it, the top will unscrew for correction! You're ready to go to work! IMPORTANT:DO NOT attempt to charge the Ryobi battery through the adapter in a B&amp;D charger. B&amp;D chargers are only
for NiCad batteries, and have also been accused of overloading B&amp;D batteries, thus ruining them. JUST charge the Ryobi battery in a Ryobi Dual Chem charger, then use on the adapter to run your B&amp;D tool. Your B&amp;D tool will now run out the best quality Ryobi LiIon battery system. System.
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